[Major histocompatibility complex antigens in a population of insulin-dependent diabetics living in the Province of Varese].
The HLA haplotype was studied in 143 newly diagnosed insulin-dependent diabetic subjects resident in the province of Varese who attended the clinic between March 1987 and June 1993. The frequency with which the various loci of the histocompatibility system were observed was compared with that reported in 83 non-diabetic subjects not related to the diabetics taking part in the study. The relative risk (RR) was calculated using these data and its statistical significance was assessed using the chi-square test. 70.6% of subjects were positive for loci DR3 or DR4, whereas only 7.7% (11 subjects) were found to be carriers of eterozygous DR3-DR4. This percentage is lower than that generally reported in the literature. However, even in the authors personal experience heterozygous DR3-DR4 subjects represent the greatest relative risk in absolute terms (RR = 14.49). The presence of antigen DQw2 is strongly indicative of the disease, both when it is found in an isolated form and in association with DR3 or DR4 (RR = 2.56, 4.03, 3.29 respectively). The DR3/DR4/DQw2 axis gives a RR of 9.17. The associations of B8/DR3/DR4 and B8/DR3/DQw2 give a RR of 9.17, whereas the B8/DR4 axis gives a RR of 10.47. In this series, the lowest risk of developing the disease was provided by the DR2/DR7 axis (RR 0.28); DR2 alone gave a RR of 1.84 and DR7 alone gave a RR of 0.62. The discrepancies reported with the literature may be related to ethnic variations, thus giving added weight to the hypothesis of the heterogeneity of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus.